Let £ be a split semisimple Lie algebra over a field <E> of characteristic zero and <£ = 3C+ ]C«eA«£a be the rootspace decomposition of <£ relative to a splitting Cartan subalgebra 5C, where the subset A of 3C* is the corresponding root-system. Fix a simple system of roots {c*i, «2, • • • , ai}, for which the positive (resp. negative) roots are denoted by A + (resp. A_). For a EA let R a be the Weyl reflection sending a into -a and fixing the elements of 3C* orthogonal to a with respect to the inverse Killing form (, ). It is given explicitly by
\R a =\-\(ha)<x
where & a £3C is defined by requiring \(h a ) = 2(a, a) _1 (X, a) for all X£3C*. Denote the group generated by {i? a |aEA} by W. We abbreviate R ai and h ai by Ri and hi respectively. The "simple" reflections R±, R^ • • • , Ri are Coxeter generators of the Weyl group W. Let % be the universal enveloping algebra of <£, and < U+ (resp. ai-) the subalgebra with identity 1 generated by <£+= ]C«eA+£ a (resp. <£_= ]T)«€A-JBa).
It is an established fact that the notions of <C-module and «U-module are interchangeable. Here, and throughout, the word "module" is an abbreviation for the word "right-module." Our object in this paper is to study the structure of the JC-module 35A = c lt/ < 3A for arbitrary A£3C*, where °U is regarded as a module under right-multiplication and $A is the right-ideal of % (i.e., submodule of %) generated by £ + U{A-A(*)-l|*eoc}.
It is known (cf. Cartier [4, p. 17-04] ) that 33A has a unique maximal proper submodule and hence a unique irreducible quotient-module which we denote by 2)?A. 33A "admits a complete weightspace decomposition" in the sense that it is the direct sum of its weightspaces 33A(\), where for any «C-module SDÎ and any X£3C* the weightspace SK(X) is defined by 2K(X) = {00 G 2»I xh = X(*)* for all h E 3CJ ; Since dim 3S A(M) =P(A--M) = 1 (assuming (3)) it is clear that 33A contains a unique copy of 33M, i.e., the homomorphism 33M-» 33A described in (4) is the only one apart from scalar multiples. Even without the hypothesis (3) one has (for arbitrary A and M) the following THEOREM 2. 33A never contains more than one copy of 33 M.
The proof is again by counting dimensions, though much more delicate. As a first step it is possible to show that it suffices to prove Theorem 2 in case 33 M is irreducible. Then one notices that if in that case this theorem were to be false one would have
But this is seen to be impossible on putting Xo=A-M and /x=M-X in the following. LEMMA 3. Given XoE3C*, one can find ju such that
The proof of this is based on the fact that P(X) is bounded by a polynomial function of X.
Since for any given A there are only a finite number of M satisfying (2), it is clear from Theorems 1 and 2 that 33A has only a finite number of submodules. In fact for a "general" A, 33A is itself irreducible. Specifically, this is so in case A(h a ) is a noninteger for each a£A.
Let ©(01-) denote the division ring of quotients of 01-[2, p. 166]. As before 0j^/ t -£ <£-«,-. One says X£3C* i s integral if X(fe t ) is an integer for l^i^l; then X* is also integral for a*GIF. The following is a key result. (For typographical convenience X r is also written as Xr.) It suffices to prove the theorem for dominant integral X (i.e., when \{hi) is a nonnegative integer for each i) and those sequences that are reduced (i.e., for which <r can not be written as a product of less than k simple reflections). It is easily seen that then »i, w 2 , • • • , n k are all nonnegative integers. Applying To show that in all cases c = 1, it suffices to do so when £ is simple of rank 2, and cr is that unique element of W which sends A + into A_. This is because W is a Coxeter group. For each of the three possibilities for £, viz., A 2 , B 2 or G 2 , a can be written in two different ways with k equal to 3, 4 or 6 respectively. Thus Here for B 2 and G 2 we have taken <*i to be the shorter simple root; since the two simple roots have unequal length, the statements (6) and (7) are not symmetrical in the indices 1 and 2.
(5) is easy to prove ab initio. In (6) and (7) let u and u' be respectively the left and right sides. We saw that u = cu'. But it can be shown that the action of u and u r is the same, and is not zero, on a highest weight-vector of the finite-dimensional <£-module with highest weight mXi+wX2. Hence c = l. It may be remarked that (6) can also be proved directly (i.e., without using u -cu') though clumsily. But no such direct proof of (7) is known. Thus if no simple component of <£ is of type G 2l Theorem 4 can be proved without invoking a difficult result, Theorem 2, on infinite-dimensional JE-modules. Note that this criterion does not make sense for A nonintegral. On the positive side we have the following result which is hard to prove, and should be regarded our deepest finding. This generalizes (4). Assuming the truth of this conjecture also, one has, on solving (10), the following formula for the weight-multiplicity of 3WA X : ««(X) = Z det(jw) -P((A + 8)* -X -8).
When K is the identity element of W this becomes the multiplicity formula of Kostant for the finite-dimensional representation 3WA. It is well known that the celebrated character formula of H. Weyl is a trivial consequence of Kostant's formula.
It may appear that Weyl's character formula has been used in our development right at the first step, i.e., through the known proofs of (1)-the theorem of Harish-Chandra. Fortunately, we have been able to supply a new and self-contained proof of (1) . For this first observe that the "if" part of (1) is an easy consequence of (4) at least for integral A; transition from integral to arbitrary A is easy on the basis of an (algebraic) continuity argument. The burden of the proof of the difficult "only if" part is transferred to the somewhat easier theorem of Chevalley which says that the restriction of the G-invariant polynomials on £ to 3C is onto the space of PF-invariant polynomials on JC. An easy and direct proof of Chevalley's theorem is due to Kostant and Steinberg. This line of proof of (1) was independently arrived at by K. R. Parthasarathy, R. Ranga Rao and V. S. Varadarajan (unpublished).
